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Abstract: Cloud Computing adds more power to the existing Internet technologies. Virtualization harnesses the power
of the existing infrastructure and resources. With virtualization we can simultaneously run multiple instances of
different commodity operating systems. Since we have limited processors and jobs work in concurrent fashion,
overload situations can occur. There are many types of load balancing algorithms available for cloud for increasing
performance. In this paper we propose a Unified Load Balancing system which consists of static load balancer which
forwards the incoming ip request to specified node and a workload manager which manages working load on all
computing node. This system makes efficient use of power by moving VM from light weighted node thus making him
idle.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing means that instead of all the computer
hardware and software we are using sitting on our desktop,
or somewhere inside our company's network, it's provided
for us as a service by another company and accessed over
the Internet, usually in a completely seamless way. Exactly
where the hardware and software is located and how it all
works doesn't matter to us, the user—it's just somewhere
up in the nebulous "cloud" that the Internet represents on
its own.
Cloud computing contains many content like virtualization,
distributed computing, networking, advance version to grid
computing, software and web services, etc. A cloud
consists of components like Cloud controller, cluster
controller, nodes, datacenters and servers. It composed of
fault tolerance, high availability, scalability, flexibility,
reduced cost of ownership, reduced overhead for users, less
maintainability, on demand services.
Addressing to this issue needs the foundation of efficient
load balancing algorithm. The load can be CPU load,
memory capacity, delay or network load. Load balancing is
the process of distributing the load among various nodes of
a distributed system to improve both resource utilization
and job response time while also avoiding a situation where
some of the nodes are heavily loaded while other nodes are
idle or doing very little work. Load balancing ensures that
all the processor in the system or every node in the network
does approximately the equal amount of work at any
instant of time.
There is no standard definition of Cloud computing.
Generally it consists of a bunch of distributed servers
known as masters, providing demanded services and
resources to different clients known as clients in a network
with scalability and reliability of datacenter. The
distributed computers provided On-demand services.
Services may be of software resources (e.g. Software as a
Service, SaaS) or physical resources (e.g. Platform as a
Service, PaaS) or hardware/infrastructure (e.g. Hardware as
a Service, HaaS or Infrastructure as a Service, IaaS).In this
paper we propose a Unified Load Balancing system which
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consists of static load balancer which forward the incoming
ip request to specified node and workload manager that
maintains the utilization of all compute nodes and
distributes virtual machines in a way that is power efficient.
The goal of this algorithm is to maintain availability to
compute nodes while reducing the total power consumed
by the cloud.
II.
NEED FOR LOAD BALANCING IN CLOUD
Load balancing is a process by which inbound IP traffic
can be distributed across multiple servers. It enhances the
performance, leads to optimal utilization and ensures that
no single server is overwhelmed. We can have multiple
servers in a server farm or a data centre, which can host
multiple guests. Each guest may dier on load, leading to a
situation where some of the servers may become
overwhelmed or capitulated in terms of computational
resources, memory resources and I/O devices. For
simplicity and without loss of generality, we will consider
load in terms of CPU time. When a server A is unable to
allocate su_cient CPU time slice due to heavy demand by
other VMs running parallel and another server B is idle,
we can redistribute the load from A to B by migrating few
guests to B. This would be an ideal situation when we
require load balancing policy in Cloud Computing
scenario, improving the percentage of server idle times,
marginal job response times, etc. In order to achieve, short
response time and high system throughput, we need to
consider the following characteristics:






the load balancing process generates little trace
overhead and adds low overhead on the computational
and network resources.
It keeps upto date load information of the
participating systems.
It balances the system uniformly and takes action
instantaneously or on a periodic basis.
It can run on a dedicated system, or it can be a decentralized e_ort.
The available server should have sufficient resources
available to host and run the migrated guest.
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The live migration of complete operating system
should take minimum acceptable time with minimum
downtime.

Network communication should be reliable and fast.

from all the other hosts and assembles them into a loud
vector, which is then broadcast to all the other hosts.
The local version of the load vector is searched for a
host with the lowest load, and if this load is lower than
that of the local host by A’ or more, the job is sent to
that host

III.
RELATED WORK
Load balancing in cloud environment is done at two stages.
1. Static load balancing at cloud controller.
ii.
Disted:2. Workload managing or dynamic load balancing  Instead of reporting the local load to a centralized LIC
throughout the system.
as in GLOBAL, each host broadcasts its load
periodically for the other hosts to update their locally
a)
Static Load Balancing
maintained load vector.
The basic principle is that network traffic is sent to a shared
IP in many cases called a virtual IP (VIP), or listening IP. iii.
Random:This VIP is address that it attached to the load balancer.  This algorithm uses only local load information. When
Once the load balancer receives a request on this VIP it
a job is found to be eligible for load balancing, it is
will need to make a decision on where to send it. This
sent to a randomly selected host.
decision is normally controlled by a “load balancing
iv.
Threshold
method/ strategy.
 A number of randomly selected hosts, up to a limit Lp
Common Strategies(probing limit), are polled when an eligible job arrives.
1.
Round robin:
 The job is transferred to the first host whose load is
The most simple method, each server takes a turn. Define
below load threshold TI.
endpoints that are associated to specific ports. An endpoint
 If no such host is found, the job is processed locally.
can be assigned a protocol of TCP or UDP. Each endpoint
defined for a virtual machine is assigned a public and v.
Lowest
private port for communication. Load balancing done on  In this a fixed number of hosts L,, are polled and the
public ports.
most lightly loaded host is selected. the job is
transferred to the first host whose load is below load
2.
Least number of connections:
threshold TI.
The load balancer will keep track of the number of

The probing stops if an empty host is found.
connections a server has and send the next request to the
server with the least connections.

vi.
Central:
In
the
CENTRAL algorithm, the LIC acts as a central
3.
Weighted:
scheduler
for all the hosts.
Typically servers are allocated a percentage capability as

When
a
host
decides that a job is eligible for load
one server could be twice as powerful as another.
balancing,
it
sends
a request to the LIC, together with
Weighted methods are useful if the load balancer does not
the current value of its load.
know the real and actual performance of the server.
 The LIC selects a host with the shortest queue length
4.
Fastest response time
and informs the originating host to send the job there.
This method is normally only available on more advanced
Load Balancing using agent aid model:products. The request will be sent to the fastest responding c)

There
is series of agents, which will monitor the data
server
nodes and conduct information acquisition.
b)
Workload managing or dynamic load balancing  Overload nodes requests computing resources from
 The more sophisticated load balancers are workload
other nodes, and copy their data to the new nodes that
managers. They determine the current utilization of the
have more resources.
resources in their pool
 Before a data migration agreement is reached, agents
 Feature of these load balancers are polling resources
are required to interact with others to find who can
for their health, the ability to bring standby servers
provide those resources.
online, workload weighting based on a resource's
capacity, HTTP traffic compression, TCP offload and TOKEN system is used
buffering, security and authentication, and packet  Let TOKEN={Δ1,Δ2,Δ3, . . . }
 Each token contains four parts: Δ=< Resource, Path,
shaping using content filtering and priority queuing.
Threshold, Lifetime>.
 An Application Delivery Controller (ADC) is a
combination load balancer and application server that  Resource identifies the block size of data for copy.
is a server placed between a firewall or router and a  Path records the sequences of agents that the token
visited.
server farm providing Web services.
 Threshold defines the threshold that an agent is
required to accept token.
Common Technique
Lifetime defines its time length allowed to exist in the
i. Global:network.
 Every P seconds, one of the hosts, designated as the
load information center (LIC), receives load updates
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 The basic decision model of agent a for a token Δ can
be written as a POMDP <S, Actiona, T, Θa, O, R>.
D.
USING THE TEMPLATE
After the text edit has been completed, the paper is ready
d)
Biased Random Sampling:This approach use a virtual graph for load balancing. The
SYSTEM MODEL
network is constructed by creating links between randomly
selected nodes. When a job arrive at an node the walk starts
and continue until log(n) nodes are not traversed, where n
is no of processing nodes. At each hop a random neighbor
is selected and walk length is incremented by one. when a
node receive a job it will do the final processing if the total
walk length is greater than the walk length threshold
otherwise continuing the Random Sampling.
Random Sampling is done on two basisa.
Pending job queue length
b.
Pending job processing time
IV.
PROPOSED SYSTEM
A.
Static Load BalancerA Cloud controller Node will accept the incoming HTTP
request and forward it in ROUND ROBIN fashion.
B.
System utilization monitor.
1)
Monitor server –
This will receive system utilization information from
Monitor client on periodic basis. Based on Data gathered
Source Virtual Machine and Destination Compute Node
will be decided.
2)
Monitor Client –
IV.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
 These processes will be running on Compute Nodes.
Thus in this project we are creating a unified system
 These processes will gather data about current system
consist of “Request scheduler” and “ Workload manager”
utilization and send report periodically to Monior
which will provide better efficiency of cloud system
server.
through better utilization of all the system.
C.
VM MigratorBasis of the system is “Monitor server” which keeps the
At certain interval of time a power management
track of “utilization of the nodes.
algorithm will run and decide which VM to be migrated.
The algorithm also finds source node and destination node This data can be used by cloud controller for performing
After receiving source VM and Destination Node this different functions.
process will migrate the VM.
In future we can make this user configurable so that user
can choose the parameter on which system is based like
throughput. Also this system can be generalized for large
enterprise cloud where there are many cloud controller and
large no of compute node.
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